
The Artful Pop Up   

 
Materials List 

 

 
 Cutting Mat  

 Small Utility knife and/or Exacto knife 

 Scoring tool – an old ballpoint pen (Bics are great) with the ink cartridge removed are perfect. 

 Scissors -  small  if you have them 

 Ruler  

 Pencils and erasers (H or HB for marking) 

 Sketchbook/Notebook  

Adhesives:  

 White glue –  Elmer's school glue, Weldbond, Lepages, etc. 

 Glue stick (I like UHU brand) – or a rice/wheat paste – for laminating papers together if desired. 

 Low-tack Masking tape (green paint tape is fine) 

 Any decorative tapes you want to try  

 optional – Scotch brand double-sided tape (with the yellow/black label) 

 

Papers:  

Papers should be a little stiff.  65lb cardstock works very well. You can paint it if you wish – use acrylic paint or 
medium with a matte finish, or watercolour/pencil crayon etc. Make sure it doesn't crack when you fold it. 

I use Staples Brand 65 lb white cardstock and decorate it with acrylic paints put on with scrapers and textures. 

You can also laminate papers such as Japanese Papers, magazine pictures or printed photos to a stiffer 
backing. This should be done ahead of the workshop and be completely dry an flat (you can iron them lightly if 
they are curled, or press them under a heavy book). 

Test your papers ahead of time by folding a small corner back and forth to see if the edge of the fold 
cracks. Some scrap-booking papers do this. Ideally you should be able to make small folds cleanly and 
without too much bulk.  

Backing Papers:   

65lb - 100lb Cardstock, or heavier paper such as Canson Cardstock or Ingres or something similar.  

If you prefer a more permanent, solid backing board, you can use Eska board, millboard, or the cardboard 
backing of a sketchpad. You can cut them to 5.5” squares (you'll need two for each 'folio' that you do), or 5.5” x 
8.5” (this accomodates 8.5” x 11” paper conveniently).  

 

Optional: 

Paper Punches 

Paper cutter 

 


